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THE GREAT KING JESUS SAYS:
I am well pleased with you. You didn’t question Me when I sent you to a church
building that posted times in a way to mislead. People were showing up for what the
web page stated, yet the service didn’t take place till one man noted it to move—with
those who were there to hear it given. Churches move in their plan without telling
outside visitors of their moving for that particular day. If there were to be a service time
shift, shouldn’t that will be placed in service details, in highlighted ways, to make sure
others who would not go there regularly would know of this temporary shift detail?
Maybe even placing up a sign at the information center would help those who were not
given the updated details. The purpose of this visit was to show you how important
communication is with others who would normally not be their members, in attendance
details. You were able to shift with this detail and were not offended at the lack of
anything being made clear to you as a person visiting that detail. You will have to deal
with a great deal in church politics. You will have to deal with a great deal in their
culture that would have nothing to do with serving Me. Churches place a great deal in
people-pleasing, where they strive to make the people happy—with lists of events, door
prizes, and gimmicks that are in a way to feed fleshly details. If the people would truly
see it truly must be Spirit-led, they would remove a plan to people-please. Serving the
people truly is better when King Jesus is placed first in all details. There will be a major
shift in church dynamics when people learn that you do not go to local church ways in a
way to sit under a local church pastor. You are in the office as a moving in leading My
Church worldwide. This will be your church building, where you will preach on these
web pages, where I will also give you church details to speak in, where you will also go
into the streets to give the people Living Water, which is King Jesus. Your church
building is the Internet. Many people look for ways to drink deeply in these teachings,
and you will turn up the level in these details and move into world-shepherding this
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day. Your visits with church details, in the ways of previous movings, are now over. You
will give the plan over the Internet and with other media ways to reach many millions
who are thirsty for Me. Well done. Your testing, in reports—to learn the job detail—is
now a completed detail. You are now solely held responsible for shepherding worldlevel details in the Way King Jesus.
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